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Size 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
Bust 30.5/78 31.5/80 32.5/83 34/87 36/92 38/97 40/102 42/107 44/112 46/117 48/120 Ins./Cm.
Waist 23/ 58 24/61 25/64 26.5/67 28/71 30/76 32/81 34/87 37/94 39/99 41/102.5 "
Hip 32.5/83 33.5/85 34.5/88 36/92 38/97 40/102 42/107 44/112 46/117 48/122 50/125 "

Yardage Requirement (either view)**:Yardage Requirement (either view)**:

45"/115cm 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 1/8 3 1/8 3 1/4 3 1/4
54"/137cm 2 1/3 2 1/3 2 1/3 2 1/3 2 1/3 2 1/3 2 1/3 2 7/8 2 7/8 2 7/8 2 7/8

Fabric suggestions: Crepe, rayon, rayon/poly blends, silk charmeuse, lightweight wool, linen-cotton blend.Crepe, rayon, rayon/poly blends, silk charmeuse, lightweight wool, linen-cotton blend.Crepe, rayon, rayon/poly blends, silk charmeuse, lightweight wool, linen-cotton blend.Crepe, rayon, rayon/poly blends, silk charmeuse, lightweight wool, linen-cotton blend.Crepe, rayon, rayon/poly blends, silk charmeuse, lightweight wool, linen-cotton blend.Crepe, rayon, rayon/poly blends, silk charmeuse, lightweight wool, linen-cotton blend.

Notions: Thread, 8-inch invisible zipper (or snap strip), bias or ribbon binding (optional), shoulder pads, large button or brooch to fasten bodice surplice.Thread, 8-inch invisible zipper (or snap strip), bias or ribbon binding (optional), shoulder pads, large button or brooch to fasten bodice surplice.Thread, 8-inch invisible zipper (or snap strip), bias or ribbon binding (optional), shoulder pads, large button or brooch to fasten bodice surplice.Thread, 8-inch invisible zipper (or snap strip), bias or ribbon binding (optional), shoulder pads, large button or brooch to fasten bodice surplice.Thread, 8-inch invisible zipper (or snap strip), bias or ribbon binding (optional), shoulder pads, large button or brooch to fasten bodice surplice.Thread, 8-inch invisible zipper (or snap strip), bias or ribbon binding (optional), shoulder pads, large button or brooch to fasten bodice surplice.Thread, 8-inch invisible zipper (or snap strip), bias or ribbon binding (optional), shoulder pads, large button or brooch to fasten bodice surplice.Thread, 8-inch invisible zipper (or snap strip), bias or ribbon binding (optional), shoulder pads, large button or brooch to fasten bodice surplice.Thread, 8-inch invisible zipper (or snap strip), bias or ribbon binding (optional), shoulder pads, large button or brooch to fasten bodice surplice.

Notes: 1/2" seams allowed except where noted.1/2" seams allowed except where noted.1/2" seams allowed except where noted.

If you are a size "DD", you will need to add a bit to the length of the bodice pieces to accommodate you. Just add the necessary amount evenlyIf you are a size "DD", you will need to add a bit to the length of the bodice pieces to accommodate you. Just add the necessary amount evenlyIf you are a size "DD", you will need to add a bit to the length of the bodice pieces to accommodate you. Just add the necessary amount evenlyIf you are a size "DD", you will need to add a bit to the length of the bodice pieces to accommodate you. Just add the necessary amount evenlyIf you are a size "DD", you will need to add a bit to the length of the bodice pieces to accommodate you. Just add the necessary amount evenlyIf you are a size "DD", you will need to add a bit to the length of the bodice pieces to accommodate you. Just add the necessary amount evenlyIf you are a size "DD", you will need to add a bit to the length of the bodice pieces to accommodate you. Just add the necessary amount evenlyIf you are a size "DD", you will need to add a bit to the length of the bodice pieces to accommodate you. Just add the necessary amount evenlyIf you are a size "DD", you will need to add a bit to the length of the bodice pieces to accommodate you. Just add the necessary amount evenly
to both front and back bodice pieces to insure a perfect fit. Testing a muslin bodice before cutting into your fashion fabric is a good idea, no matterto both front and back bodice pieces to insure a perfect fit. Testing a muslin bodice before cutting into your fashion fabric is a good idea, no matterto both front and back bodice pieces to insure a perfect fit. Testing a muslin bodice before cutting into your fashion fabric is a good idea, no matterto both front and back bodice pieces to insure a perfect fit. Testing a muslin bodice before cutting into your fashion fabric is a good idea, no matterto both front and back bodice pieces to insure a perfect fit. Testing a muslin bodice before cutting into your fashion fabric is a good idea, no matterto both front and back bodice pieces to insure a perfect fit. Testing a muslin bodice before cutting into your fashion fabric is a good idea, no matterto both front and back bodice pieces to insure a perfect fit. Testing a muslin bodice before cutting into your fashion fabric is a good idea, no matterto both front and back bodice pieces to insure a perfect fit. Testing a muslin bodice before cutting into your fashion fabric is a good idea, no matterto both front and back bodice pieces to insure a perfect fit. Testing a muslin bodice before cutting into your fashion fabric is a good idea, no matterto both front and back bodice pieces to insure a perfect fit. Testing a muslin bodice before cutting into your fashion fabric is a good idea, no matter
what size you happen to be.what size you happen to be.

** If your fabric has a nap or a directional print, please add 3/4 yard to allow for matching, as the pattern pieces will have to be cut out facing the same direction.If your fabric has a nap or a directional print, please add 3/4 yard to allow for matching, as the pattern pieces will have to be cut out facing the same direction.If your fabric has a nap or a directional print, please add 3/4 yard to allow for matching, as the pattern pieces will have to be cut out facing the same direction.If your fabric has a nap or a directional print, please add 3/4 yard to allow for matching, as the pattern pieces will have to be cut out facing the same direction.If your fabric has a nap or a directional print, please add 3/4 yard to allow for matching, as the pattern pieces will have to be cut out facing the same direction.If your fabric has a nap or a directional print, please add 3/4 yard to allow for matching, as the pattern pieces will have to be cut out facing the same direction.If your fabric has a nap or a directional print, please add 3/4 yard to allow for matching, as the pattern pieces will have to be cut out facing the same direction.If your fabric has a nap or a directional print, please add 3/4 yard to allow for matching, as the pattern pieces will have to be cut out facing the same direction.If your fabric has a nap or a directional print, please add 3/4 yard to allow for matching, as the pattern pieces will have to be cut out facing the same direction.If your fabric has a nap or a directional print, please add 3/4 yard to allow for matching, as the pattern pieces will have to be cut out facing the same direction.

This pattern can also be used to make a formal, floor-length dress. Simply add the needed length to the skirt pieces and figure in the extra material when youThis pattern can also be used to make a formal, floor-length dress. Simply add the needed length to the skirt pieces and figure in the extra material when youThis pattern can also be used to make a formal, floor-length dress. Simply add the needed length to the skirt pieces and figure in the extra material when youThis pattern can also be used to make a formal, floor-length dress. Simply add the needed length to the skirt pieces and figure in the extra material when youThis pattern can also be used to make a formal, floor-length dress. Simply add the needed length to the skirt pieces and figure in the extra material when youThis pattern can also be used to make a formal, floor-length dress. Simply add the needed length to the skirt pieces and figure in the extra material when youThis pattern can also be used to make a formal, floor-length dress. Simply add the needed length to the skirt pieces and figure in the extra material when youThis pattern can also be used to make a formal, floor-length dress. Simply add the needed length to the skirt pieces and figure in the extra material when youThis pattern can also be used to make a formal, floor-length dress. Simply add the needed length to the skirt pieces and figure in the extra material when youThis pattern can also be used to make a formal, floor-length dress. Simply add the needed length to the skirt pieces and figure in the extra material when you
buy your fabric.buy your fabric.

Online photo instructions available at http://sensibility.com/pattern/swinghelp.htmOnline photo instructions available at http://sensibility.com/pattern/swinghelp.htmOnline photo instructions available at http://sensibility.com/pattern/swinghelp.htmOnline photo instructions available at http://sensibility.com/pattern/swinghelp.htmOnline photo instructions available at http://sensibility.com/pattern/swinghelp.htmOnline photo instructions available at http://sensibility.com/pattern/swinghelp.htmOnline photo instructions available at http://sensibility.com/pattern/swinghelp.htm


